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I. INTRODUCTION

"'It's crowded,"' remarks Devon Taylor from Z Dorm.' The Z Dorm houses
over 450 people, some sleeping in triple bunks.2 But Taylor is not attending

1. Lisa Chan, In Perspective: Overcrowding in State Prisons, CBS 5, Sept. 13, 2006, http://cbs5.
comilocal/prison.tracy.dvi.2.446934.html (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
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college or summer camp-he is in jail) Nor is Z Dorm the typical cell block-it
is a prison gymnasium.'
In the past, these gymnasiums were home to basketball games and boxing
matches between prisoners Because of overcrowding, however, the hoops were
taken down and the ring was dismantled and permanently replaced with "rows of
three-tiered metal bunks and steel lockers . . . installed in a military barrack
formation" to accommodate the bed shortage."
California's prison overcrowding is so severe that roughly 16,000 inmates
reside in hallways, classrooms, gyms, and even laundry facilities. By 2012, the
state's inmate population is projected to top 190,000, resulting in "a bed
deficiency of about 35,000" if the overcrowding goes unaddressed.8
II. BACKGROUND
With only "five percent of the world's population," the United States "houses
[twenty-five] percent of the world's inmates." 9 Our "corrections sector . . .
employs more Americans than the combined work forces of General Motors,
Ford, and Wal-Mart, the three largest corporate employers in the country."' As
of mid-2006, more than 2.24 million people in the United States were
incarcerated, with two-thirds in state or federal custody and the other one-third in
local jails." Statistically, at the end of 2005, about one out of every thirty-two

2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id.
5.

Timothy Jue, A Look Inside the Overcrowded California State Prison System: CSP Sacramento

Gymnasiums Packed with 270 Prisoners, CAL. AGGIE, Apr. 26, 2007, http://media.www.californiaaggie.
cor/media/storage/paper981 Inews/20071041261CityNewslA.Look.Inside.The. Overcrowded.California.State.Pris
on.System-2882573.shtml (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
6. Id.
7.

David DeVoss, CaliforniaBehind Bars: Overcrowding, Unionization and Other Prison Problems,

WEEKLY STANDARD, Apr. 9, 2007, http://www.weeklystandard.comlContent/Public/Articles/000/000/013/
485klsvw.asp?pg=l (on file with the McGeorge Law Review); Sonja Steptoe, California's Growing Prison
Crisis, TIME, June 21, 2007, http://www.time.com/time/printout/0,8816,1635592,00.html (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review); Nancy Vogel, Judges to Study Cap on Prisons:Impatient with State Efforts to Deal
with Crowding, Jurists Call for a Panel That Could Limit Inmate Numbers, L.A. TIMES, July 24, 2007, at Al

[hereinafter Vogel, Judges to Study Cap] (noting that 17,000 inmates are housed in these areas and that the
mental health care system is understaffed at every level).
8. ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 6 (Apr. 26, 2007).
9.

Glenn C. Loury, Why Are So Many Americans in Prison?Race and the Transformation of Criminal

Justice, B. REV., July-Aug. 2007, at 1, http:/Ibostonreview.net/BR32.4/loury.html (on file with the McGeorge
Law Review) (noting that the Bahamas, Belarus, and Russia, the next closest countries in terms of incarcerating
inmates, are forty percent behind the United States).
10. Id.
11. Press Release, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Office of Justice Programs, Dep't of Justice, Largest
Increase in Prison and Jail Inmate Populations Since Midyear 2000: More than 2.24 Million Incarcerated as of
June 30, 2006 (June 27, 2007), http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/press/pjim06pr.pdf (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review).
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adults in the United States was either incarcerated in prison or jail, or on
probation or parole.' 2 According to most experts, the increase in incarceration is
due to tough drug and sentencing policies, not increases in crime.'3 Indeed, this
"tough on crime"'' 4 movement resulted in media coverage of cases that bore "no
relation to the frequency of the particular type of crime."' 5 However, it appears
that public opinion, which in the past operated on tough on crime logic,' 6 may be
moving away from a "punishment only" mentality. 7
A. California'sPrison Population Crisis
California operates both the largest and most overcrowded correctional
system in the nation. "California houses more inmates than France, Great
Britain, Germany, Japan, Singapore, and the Netherlands combined."' 9 Further,
California has the highest rate of recidivism in the nation, 20 and its inmate suicide
rate is twice the national average. 2' The state's prison system is so massive that it
is predicted that in five years the state will spend more money on prisons than it
does on higher education.
12. Press Release, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Office of Justice Programs, Dep't of Justice, One in
Every 32 Adults was in a Prison, Jail, on Probation, or on Parole at the End of 2005 (Nov. 30, 2006),
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/press/pripropr.pdf (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
13. Press Release, Office of Senator Jim Webb, Opening Statement of Senator Jim Webb: "Mass
Incarceration in the United States: At What Cost?" Joint Economic Committee Hearing (Oct. 4, 2007),
http://www.webb.senate.gov/newsroom/record.cfm?id=284989& (on file with the McGeorge Law Review); see
N.C. Aizenman, Influx of U.S. Inmates Slowing, Census Says; Number Incarcerated Still a Record High;
Sentencing in '90s Cited as Factor, WASH. POST, Sept. 27, 2007, at A12 (quoting the deputy director of the
Bureau of Justice Statistics as saying that "'[t]he growth wasn't really about increasing crime but how we chose
to respond to crime').
14. DeVoss, supra note 7.
15. Loury, supra note 9.
16. CAL. DEP'T OF CORR. & REHAB., EXPERT PANEL ON ADULT OFFENDER & RECIDIVISM REDUCTION
PROGRAMMING, REPORT TO THE CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE: A ROADMAP FOR EFFECTIVE OFFENDER
PROGRAMMING IN CALIFORNIA 4 (2007), http://reentrypolicy.org/publications/aroadmapfor_effective_
offender.programming-inscalifornia;file [hereinafter ROADMAP] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review)
(noting that California's shifting public sentiment and "get tough on crime" attitude contributed to enactment of
its harsh sentencing laws).
17. Id. at 6 (noting that two separate opinion polls demonstrate that the majority of the public wants to
expand rehabilitation programs).
18.

JOAN PETERSILIA, CAL. POLICY RESEARCH CTR., UNDERSTANDING CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONS: A

POLICY RESEARCH PROGRAM REPORT ix (2006), http://www.ucop.edu/cprc/documents/understandca_
corrections.pdf [hereinafter PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
19. Byron Williams, California Prison Crisis Product of Long-Term Neglect, http://www.Huffington
post.com/byron-williams/california-prison-crisis-_b_58267.html (July 29, 2007, 02:38 EST) (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review).
20. PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING, supra note 18, at 71. See generally ROADMAP, supra note 16, at 3
(noting that recidivism rates are generally measured in three-year tracking periods, and an offender is
considered to have recidivated when he or she has returned to correctional custody either for violating parole or
for a new crime).
21. DeVoss, supra note 7.
22. James Sterngold, Prisons' Budget to Trump Colleges'; No Other Big State Spends as Much to
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California's thirty-three state prisons currently house approximately 173,000
inmates in space designed for half that amount." Every California prison holds
substantially more inmates than it was originally designed to hold, with many
operating at over 200 percent of capacity. For example, when Avenal State
Prison opened in 1987, it was designed to house 2,920 inmates; in 2007, it
housed 7,525.25 California's local county jails are similarly plagued by severe
overcrowding.26
The massive overcrowding of state prisons is a result of several factors,
including the state's sentencing laws, parole system, and rehabilitation
programs.27 In 1976, California enacted the Determinate Sentencing Act (DSA)2
The DSA gave the Legislature, not the parole boards, the authority to determine
how much time inmates will serve in prison.2 9 The problem with this system is
that most of the bills the Legislature passed under the DSA did little to reduce
sentences, and many imposed harsher sentences. For example, "between 1984
and 1991, the California Legislature enacted more than 1,000 crime bills," with
few bills aimed at reducing sentences." The result of legislation imposing
sentence enhancements was a surge in the prison population.2 The number of

Incarcerate Compared with Higher Education Funding, S.F. CHRON., May 21, 2007, at AI (noting that in fiscal
year 2012-2013, the state will spend $15.4 billion a year on prisons and only $15.3 billion on education).
23. DeVoss, supra note 7 (noting that the prisons were constructed to house only 81,000 inmates); Andy
Furillo, Health Czar Rips Prison Bed Plan: He Suggests a Need to Take Over the Hiring of Officers to Bolster
Medical Care, SACRAMENTO BEE, May 16, 2007, at A3 [hereinafter Furillo, Health Czar] (noting that the
state's prison population was at 172,616 as of May 9, 2007); Andy Furillo, Report Offers Prison Fixes: Panel
Urges Rehabilitation Credit and Parole Rule Change to Reduce Inmates, SACRAMENTO BEE, June 30, 2007, at
A3 [hereinafter Furillo, Report] (reporting that there are currently 173,000 inmates in California prisons).
24. CAL. DEP'T OF CORR. & REHAB., DATA ANALYSIS UNIT, MONTHLY REPORT OF POPULATION (2008),
http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Reports-Research/OffenderlnformationServicesBranch/Monthly/TPOP 1A/TPOP I
Ad0712.pdf (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
25. Cal. Dep't of Corr. & Rehab., Avenal State Prison, http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Visitors/Facilities/
ASP.html (last visited Feb. 7, 2008) (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
26. See Cal. State Sheriffs' Ass'n, Jail Overcrowding: A State and Local Crisis, Feb. 2006, http://www.
calsheriffs.org/legislativejail_overcrowding.htm (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (reporting that
overcrowding was so pervasive in local jails in 2005 that 139,000 inmates were released before their sentences
expired).
27. PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING, supra note 18, at 62.
28. LITTLE HOOVER COMM'N, SOLVING CALIFORNIA'S CORRECTIONS CRISIS: TIME IS RUNNING OUT 18
(2007), http://www.lhc.ca.gov/lhcdir/l185/Report185.pdf [hereinafter LITTLE HOOVER] (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review); Press Release, Little Hoover Comm'n, Commission Urges Immediate Action on
Corrections Crisis (Jan. 25, 2007), http://www.lhc.ca.gov/lhcdir/185/PressReleaseI85.pdf (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review). The inmate population has increased by more than 600 percent from 1980 to 2006.
LITTLE HOOVER, supra, at 17.
29. See PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING, supra note 18, at 61 ("With the law's passage, the process of
determining how long an inmate would serve in prison was taken out of the hands of parole boards and placed
in the hands of the legislature .....
30. Id.
31. Id. at 5, 61 (indicating that most of these bills imposed harsher sanctions).
32. See LITTLE HOOVER, supra note 28, at 17-18 (noting that the inmate population has increased by
more than 600 percent from 1980 to 2006).
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inmates serving prison time prior to the DSA's enactment was 20,000. 33 That
number has grown to about 173,000 inmates. Unfortunately, roughly 86,000
inmates, about half of the state's inmates, were in prison for nonviolent crimes,
and more than 36,000 inmates were incarcerated for drug offenses.35 Further, the
state's three strikes law has also contributed to overcrowding by incarcerating
many nonviolent drug offenders, technical parole violators, and mentally-ill
offenders.3 6 Forty-six percent of people incarcerated for a third strike were
convicted of property or drug crimes.37

California's parole system similarly contributes to prison overcrowding.38
The state has a "nearly universal application of parole supervision."' 9 Supervision
occurs for periods of three, four, or five years.4° The more parolees and the longer
length of supervision, the more likely that a parolee will return to prison for
parole violations.4' Such violations occur frequently because the law mandates
that technical violations of parole, like missing appointments, require
incarceration. 42 As a result, parolees who commit administrative violations
experience a "revolving-door process" of violating parole, serving time, and
being released just to violate parole again. 43

33. PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING, supra note 18, at 62 ("The move to determinate sentencing is also
partially credited with the explosion in the size of the prison population, from 20,000 inmates before the bill
was passed to 165,000 today ....
").
34. Furillo, Report, supranote 23.
35. Id.; see Mark Martin, Governor to Consider Early Inmate Releas: Giving Nonviolent Convicts a
Break Could Ease Crowding, Stave Off Judges, S.F. CHRON., Feb. 23, 2007, at Al [hereinafter Martin,
Governor to Consider] (noting that 36,000 of the 86,000 nonviolent inmates are serving time "for drug crimes,
although it is unclear how many of those inmates have past violent crimes on their records").
36. DeVoss, supra note 7.
37. See DATA ANALYSIS UNIT, ESTIMATES & STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SECTION, OFFENDER INFO.
SERVS. BRANCH, DEP'T OF CORR. & REHAB., SECOND AND THIRD STRIKERS IN THE ADULT INSTITUTION

POPULATION tbl.1 (2006), http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/ReportsResearch/Offender Information_Services-Branch!
Quarterly/Strike I/STRIKEld0612.pdf (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (noting that of the 7,978 thirdstrikers incarcerated at the end of 2006, 2,423 were incarcerated for property crimes, and 1,292 for drug
crimes).
38. PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING. supra note 18, at 64-66 (describing the negative results of
California's parole system). Currently, California supervises just over 500,000 adults on probation or parole.
Lauren E. Glaze & Thomas P. Bonczar, Probationand Parole in the United States: 2005, BUREAU OF JUST.
STAT. BULL., Nov. 2006, at 1, 3, http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/ppus05.pdf (on file with the McGeorge
Law Review) (noting that California has 388,260 adults on probation and 111,743 adults on parole).
39. PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING, supranote 18, at 64.
40. Id.
41. Id. at 65.
42. See Mark Martin, California'sSystem for Parolees Called Ineffective Revolving Door, S.F. CHRON.,
Sept. 10, 2005, at Al [hereinafter Martin, Revolving Door] (reporting that technical violations accounted for
forty to sixty percent of the parole violations between 1980 and 2000).
43. Joan Petersilia, Fewer Parolees Make for Safer Streets: The State Could Better Supervise Released
Prisonersby Putting Only the Most DangerousFelons on Parole,L.A. TIMES, Oct. 8, 2007, at Al [hereinafter
Petersilia, Parole].
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A final major factor that contributes to overcrowded prisons is the lack of
rehabilitative programs available to prisoners." A prisoner's ability to participate
in such programs depends on his or her classification.4 ' A prisoner's classification
46
determines whether they participate in educational or vocational programs.
Even if a prisoner is able to participate, a lack of inmate incentives may deter his
or her participation, as participation in programs will have an insignificant impact
on his or her release date. 7
The lack of rehabilitation programs is also due, in part, to overcrowding
itself.48 The massive overcrowding means that spaces intended for various
rehabilitation programs are instead utilized to house inmates.4 9 As a result, of the

seventy-five percent of all inmates who suffer from substance abuse problems,
only six percent are able to participate in treatment programs.!
Overcrowding frequently triggers lockdowns, resulting in program
cancellations.' Since the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitaion (CDCR) has placed more emphasis on punishment, there have been fewer
rehabilitation programs, making it harder for parolees to find jobs after prisonhalf of the inmates exiting prison have not graduated from high school or earned
52
a GED, and an astonishing eighty percent of parolees are unemployed .
B. Federal Court Intervention
To combat prison overcrowding, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger called a
special session of the Legislature in the summer of 2006."3 After the Governor's
plan failed to "yield results,"m he declared a state of emergency in October.5'

44. Nancy Vogel, Rehab in Prison Can Cut Costs, Report Says; Crowding ExacerbatesHigh Recidivism
Rate by Denying Inmates Useful Treatment, Experts Find, L.A. TIMES, June 30, 2007, at AI [hereinafter Vogel,
Rehab in Prison].
45. PETERSILIA, UNDERSTANDING, supra note 18, at 11.A prisoner's "classification" is a score reached
by testing the prisoner's physical and mental health, development disabilities, and education level. Id. at 12.
46. Id. at 11 (noting that an inmate's classification provides administrators with a tool to sort out, among
other things, where an inmate may be assigned, and the types of participation in education and rehabilitation
programs he can be involved).
47.
48.

Id. at 44.
Vogel, Rehab in Prison,supra note 44.

49. ROADMAP, supra note 16, at 9 (noting that there are 18,000 prisoners housed in spaces which were
originally designed for rehabilitation programs).
50. Kelly Davis, The Insider on the Outside: California's Prison Problems Run Deeper Than
Overcrowding: Dennis Malone Can Tell You All About It, SAN DIEGO CITY BEAT, Aug. 8, 2007, http://www.sd
citybeat.com/article.php?id=6026 (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (discussing a study by the Little
Hoover Commission).
51.

ROADMAP, supra note 16, at 2.

Davis, supra note 50.
53. Governor Remarks, Schwarzenegger Calls Special Session to Address Prison Crowding, Recidivism,
June 26, 2006, http://gov.ca.gov/index.php?/speech/l1088/ (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
54. Jennifer Warren, State Seeks $7.4 Billion For Prison:Pressed to Ease Crowding, The Governor and
Legislative Leaders Want to Add Beds and Aid Released Inmates, L.A. TIMES, Apr. 26, 2007, at Al.
52.
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Just two months later, lawyers representing prisoners in different class action
lawsuits filed motions with the federal courts to impose population caps.56 These
suits involved, among other things, claims regarding the state prison's medical
system and mental health care system.57 In both cases, the inmate's lawyers
argued that a prison cap was necessary to resolve the overcrowding situation,
which would free resources for providing adequate medical and mental health
care.

58

With federal courts threatening to intervene, Governor Schwarzenegger
announced a plan to transfer inmates out-of-state to ease overcrowding. 9 That
plan nearly came to a halt when the California Correctional Peace Officers
Association (CCPOA)6° sued the state in Sacramento County Superior Court.6
Chapter 7 is the state's most recent response to the state prison crisis.
III. CHAPTER 7
Chapter 7 attempts to alleviate California's prison overcrowding crisis and
avoid a potential showdown with the federal courts. First, Chapter 7 "authorizes
$7.4 billion in lease-revenue bond financing 61 for the construction of 40,000 new

55. Office of the Governor, Prison Overcrowding State of Emergency Proclamation (Oct. 4, 2006),
http://gov.ca.gov/index.php?/proclamation/4278/ (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
56. LITTLE HOOVER,supranote 28, at 1.
57. Id. at 10.
58. Coleman v. Schwarzenegger, No. CIV S-90-0520 LKK JFM P, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56043, at *5
(E.D. Cal. July 23, 2007) (order granting motion to convene three-judge panel); Plata v. Schwarzenegger, No.
COI-1351 THE, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56031, at *3 (N.D. Cal. July 23, 2007) (order granting motion to
convene three-judge panel).
59. Press Release, Office of the Governor, Statement by Governor Schwarzenegger on Out of State
Transfer of Inmates to Relieve Prison Overcrowding (Feb. 2, 2007), http://gov.ca.gov/press-release/5314/ (on
file with the McGeorge Law Review).
60. "CCPOA represents the more than 30,000 correctional peace officers working inside California's
prisons and youth facilities, and the state's parole agents who supervise inmates after their release." Cal. Corr.
Peace Officers Ass'n, About Us, http://www.ccpoa.org/aboutus.shtml (last visited Feb. 1, 2008) (on file with
the McGeorge Law Review).
61. See Aaron C. Davis, Judge Rules California Can Resume Inmate Transfers, S.F. CHRON., May 21,
2007, http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-binarticle.cgi?f=/n/a/2007/05/2 I/state/n 182940D00.DTL&feed=rss.news (on
file with the McGeorge Law Review) (noting, however, that the California Third District Court of Appeal issued
a stay to allow inmate transfers to continue).
62. See generally ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 6-7 (Apr. 26, 2007) (noting
the unmanageable overcrowding in California prisons and the potential for federal court intervention).
63. See CA.gov, SAM-Chapter 6800, 6873 State Public Works Board (PWB) Lease-Revenue Bond
Programs, http://sam.dgs.ca.gov/ITOC/6000/6873.htm (last visited Feb. 1, 2008) (on file with the McGeorge
Law Review).
PWB is authorized to issue lease-revenue bonds to finance acquisition and construction projects
when such projects are authorized by the Legislature. In a typical project, the client department
leases the site for a nominal fee to PWB, although for some projects the board may acquire the site
directly. The client department then constructs the project as PWB's agent. The board leases the
completed facility back to the client department for a rental fee equal to the amount needed to
provide for the debt service on the revenue bonds and associated administrative expenses. Leases
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state prisons beds and 13,000 new county jail beds, phased-in and contingent
upon a series of rehabilitation programming benchmarks."' Second, Chapter 7
requires the CDCR to implement anti-recidivism and rehabilitation measures
aimed at improving prisoner substance abuse treatment programs, mental
healthcare, and educational opportunities.6 ' Finally, it authorizes the CDCR to
temporarily transfer up to 8,000 inmates out-of-state for a limited period of up to
three years. 6 Chapter 7 will be implemented in three phases.
A. Prison Bed Construction
1. Phase I: Initial Constructionof State and County Beds
In the first phase, Chapter 7 authorizes $3.6 billion in lease-revenue bond
financing for the creation of 24,000 state prison beds and an additional $750
67
million for the creation of 8,000 county jail beds. In state facilities, the CDCR
must construct 12,000 infill beds, 7,484 of which will be initially added to
specified prison facilities to replace "bad beds," such as double or triple bunks in
classrooms and gyms.68 In addition, 4,516 infill beds will be added after
completion.6 9 Phase I also allows the CDCR to construct 6,000 reentry facility
beds and 6,000 new beds to provide inmates with medical, dental, and mental
health care treatment. 70 The State Public Works Board (SPWB), which will
provide administrative oversight, must approve all construction.7'

can be for periods up to 35 years, although 20 to 25 years is typical. The lease term cannot exceed
the useful life of the capital asset.
Id.
ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITrEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 1 (Apr. 26, 2007).
65. Id.
66. See id. (noting that the CDCR is authorized to "house up to 8,000 inmates in out-of-state facilities
for up to three years").
67. CAL. GOV'T CODE §§ 15819.40(a)(1)(A)-(B), (b), (c), 15189.403(a), 15820.901(a), 15820.903(a)
(enacted by Chapter 7); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMrrrEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 2, 4 (Apr. 26, 2007).
68. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 15819.40(a)(1)(A)-(B), (a)(3) (enacted by Chapter 7); see also ASSEMBLY
FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at I (Apr. 26, 2007) ("'[lInfill' beds [are] additional beds at existing
prisons- designed to eliminate so-called 'bad beds,' such as double and triple-bunking in gyms, and dayrooms..
64.

69. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 15819.40(a)(1)(B) (enacted by Chapter 7) (noting that Penal Code sections
7000, 7003, and 7003.5 shall apply to each constructed project).
70. Id. § 15819.40(b)-(c) (enacted by Chapter 7); see also ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF
AB 900, at 1 (Apr. 26, 2007) ("'[Mledical/mental health beds [are] to address needs identified by the federal
court Receiver, who will determine their use ....");id. ("'[R]e-entry' facility beds [are] smaller secure state
facilities of up to 500 beds with concentrated rehabilitation services for inmates with less than one year left to
serve.").
71. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 15819.401 (enacted by Chapter 7).
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In the county jails, the CDCR, the SPWB, or a participating county 72 may
construct a local jail facility by entering into construction agreements with
approval from the Corrections Standards Authority (CSA).73 Subject to SPWB's
consent, "the CDCR[] and a participating county are authorized to enter into
leases or subleases, as lessor or lessee, for any property or approved project. 74
The SPWB must approve the local jail facility projects and provide
must provide matching
administrative oversight, 75 and participating counties
76
funds of at least twenty-five percent of the total coStS.
2.

Phase I: Additional Construction Subject to Benchmarks

In Phase II, Chapter 7 authorizes an additional $2.5 billion in bond financing
for the construction of 16,000 state prison beds, subject to certain conditions.77
The CDCR must construct 4,000 infill beds, an additional 10,000 reentry facility
beds, and 2,000 new beds to provide inmates with medical, dental, and mental
79
health care treatment. 78 As in Phase I, the SPWB must approve all construction.
Funding for these projects will only be available if specific conditions are
met: at least 4,000 of the. 12,000 Phase I infill beds are under construction or
sited; 8° at least 2,000 reentry beds are under construction; 8' at least 2,000 drug
treatment slots are established, 2 with a seventy-five percent average participation
rate over the prior six months; 3 the CDCR has implemented inmate assessment
procedures for at least six consecutive months; 84 the CDCR "has reviewed

72. Id. § 15820.90 (enacted by Chapter 7) ('[Participating county' means any county, or regional
consortium of counties ... certified to the [SPWB] by the [CDCRI as having satisfied all of the requirements
set forth in Section 15820.906 for financing a local jail facility ... .
73. Id. § 15820.901(a)-(b) (enacted by Chapter 7).
74. Id. § 15820.905 (enacted by Chapter 7).
75. Id. § 15820.90 1(c) (enacted by Chapter 7).
76. Id. §§ 15820.901(e), 15820.907(a) (enacted by Chapter 7) (explaining that the CSA may reduce the
matching funds requirement if, upon petition to the CSA, a participating counties' general population is below
200,000); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 4 (Apr. 26, 2007).
77. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 15819.413(a) (enacted by Chapter 7); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE
ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 3 (Apr. 26, 2007).
78. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 15819.41(a)-(c) (enacted by Chapter 7); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE
ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 3 (Apr. 26, 2007).
79. CAL. Gov'T CODE § 15819.411 (enacted by Chapter 7); see supra Part HI.A. 1.
80. CAL. PENAL CODE § 7021(a)(1) (enacted by Chapter 7); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS
OF AB 900, at 3 (Apr. 26, 2007).
81. CAL. PENAL CODE § 7021(a)(3) (enacted by Chapter 7).
82. Id. § 7021(a)(4) (enacted by Chapter 7); see also id. § 2694 (enacted by Chapter 7) (explaining that
the CDCR shall expand substance abuse treatment programs to inmates with substance abuse histories, and
expand follow-up treatment to parolees who participated in the program while incarcerated in prison);
ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 3 (Apr. 26, 2007).
83. CAL. PENAL CODE § 7021(a)(5) (enacted by Chapter 7).
84. Id. § 7021(a)(6) (enacted by Chapter 7); see ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900,
at 3 (Apr. 26, 2007). See generally CAL. PENAL CODE § 3020 (enacted by Chapter 7) (explaining that CDCR
shall assess all inmates by looking at the inmates' substance abuse history, "medical and mental health,
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existing parole procedures '85 and "completed the Inmate Treatment and Prisonto-Employment Plan";8 6 the CDCR has increased inmates' full-time participation
in academic and vocational education by ten percent; s1 "at least 300 parolees
[with mental health problems] are being served in day treatment or crisis care
services"; 88 the CDCR has implemented a management deficiency plan89S and
,, 90
"developed and implemented a plan to obtain additional rehabilitation services ;
the vacancy rate for rehabilitation and treatment services must be less than the
average vacancy rate for state employees;9 and the California Rehabilitation
93
92
Oversight Board (C-ROB) has to have been in operation for at least one year.
Similarly, Chapter 7 authorizes $470 million in lease-revenue bond financing
for the construction of 5,000 additional county jail beds. 94 Like the additional
funding for state prison beds, funding for county jail beds depends on the
achievement of certain benchmarks: at least 4,000, or fifty percent, of the Phase I
infill jail beds are under construction; and at least 2,000, or fifty percent, of the
Phase I reentry beds are under construction. 9

education, family background, criminal activity, and social functioning" and shall place the inmates in reentry
programs based on these assessments to "reduce the inmate's chances of reoffending").
85. CAL. PENAL CODE § 7021(a)(13) (enacted by Chapter 7).
86. Id. § 7021(a)(7) (enacted by Chapter 7) (noting that the Inmate Treatment and Prison-toEmployment Plan must be completed pursuant to section 3105); see also id. § 3105 (enacted by Chapter 7)
(explaining that the CDCR "should evaluate and recommend changes to the Governor and the Legislature
regarding current inmate education, treatment, and rehabilitation programs" in the plan by assessing whether
these programs provide inmates with skills necessary to gain successful employment and reduce the inmate's
chances of re-offending).
87. Id. § 7021 (a)( 11)(enacted by Chapter 7) (noting that the increase of ten percent must be compared to
participation levels on April 1, 2007); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 4 (Apr. 26,
2007).
88. CAL. PENAL CODE § 7021(a)(8) (enacted by Chapter 7); see id. § 3073 (enacted by Chapter 7)
(noting that the CDCR is empowered to secure day treatment and contact crisis care services for parolees
suffering from mental health problems for the purpose of reducing recidivism).
89. Id. § 7021(a)(10) (enacted by Chapter 7) (noting also that at least seventy-five percent of
management positions must have been filled for at least six months); see id. § 2061(a)(1)-(5) (enacted by
Chapter 7) (explaining that the CDCR should create a plan which addresses the current shortage in management
positions, improves accountability within the department, improves management by standardizing the
processes, improves communications between various offices, and develops a comprehensive plan to manage
the prison's inmates and parolees); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 3 (Apr. 26, 2007).
90. CAL. PENAL CODE § 7021(a)(12) (enacted by Chapter 7); see id. § 2062 (enacted by Chapter 7)
(explaining that the CDCR should develop a plan, which provides prison inmates and parolees more
rehabilitation and treatment services, by filling vacant staff positions, obtaining parolee services from local
governments, and obtaining training and educational services).
91.
Id. § 7021(a)(12) (enacted by Chapter 7); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at
4 (Apr. 26, 2007).
92. See CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 6140, 6141 (enacted by Chapter 7) (creating C-ROB to examine and
recommend changes to the various inmate programs).
93. Id. § 7021 (a)(9) (enacted by Chapter 7) (noting that generally the C-ROB must regularly review the
CDCR's programs).
94. SENATE FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 6 (Apr. 26, 2007).
95. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 15820.918(a)-(b) (enacted by Chapter 7); SENATE FLOOR, COMMITTEE
ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 6 (Apr. 26, 2007) (explaining that the construction of prison beds, similar to the
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B. Rehabilitation
In addition to authorizing the construction of prison beds, Chapter 7 also
allows the appropriation of fifty million dollars to improve rehabilitation
programs,96 provided the newly constructed state prison beds are accompanied by
substance abuse and mental health care treatment-including post-release
treatment for parolees. 97 Chapter 7 requires the development of vocational and
educational programs, such as a "Prison-to-Employment Plan" designed to
facilitate parolees' reentry into society.9 Furthermore, Chapter 7 requires the
individual assessment of all inmates' program needs' and creates C-ROB to
oversee the state's rehabilitation and treatment programs.' °° Finally, to further its
rehabilitative goals, Chapter 7 requires the CDCR to develop a "'staffing
pipeline' plan" to, among other things, "increase the number of rehabilitation and
treatment personnel.''
C.

Temporary Out-of-State Housing

Chapter 7 authorizes the CDCR to transfer up to 8,000 inmates out-of-state to
contract facilities, expiring July 1, 2011.102 There are certain limitations, however,
on the ability to transfer an inmate outside California." No inmate with serious
medical or mental health problems is subject to out-of-state transfers,'0 nor can
any inmate sentenced under California law be transferred without his or her
express written consent.'0 5

construction of state beds, will be contingent on meeting certain benchmarks).
96. 2007 Cal. Stat. ch. 7, § 28(b).
97. CAL. GOV'T CODE §§ 15819.40(a)(2), 15819.41(a) (enacted by Chapter 7); CAL. PENAL CODE §§
2694, 3073 (enacted by Chapter 7).
98. CAL. GOv'T CODE § 3105 (enacted by Chapter 7).
99. CAL. PENAL CODE § 3020 (enacted by Chapter 7).
100. Id. § 6141 (enacted by Chapter 7); Daniel Weintraub, Prison Compromise Isn't Ideal, But It's a
Good Start, SACRAMENTO BEE, May 1,2007, at B7.
101.
CAL. PENAL CODE § 2062(a)(1)-(5) (enacted by Chapter 7); SENATE FLOOR, COMMITTEE
ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 4 (Apr. 26, 2007); see CAL. PENAL CODE § 13602.1 (enacted by Chapter 7)
(authorizing the establishment of "a training academy for correctional officers in southern California").
102. CAL. PENAL CODE § 11191(c) (enacted by Chapter 7); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS
OF AB 900, at 4 (Apr. 26, 2007).
103. See CAL. PENAL CODE § 11191(b) (enacted by Chapter 7) (explaining that inmates with serious
health or mental ailments cannot be transferred).
104. See id. (noting that the Plata Receiver will determine whether an inmate is eligible to be transferred
to an out-of-state prison); ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 4 (Apr. 26, 2007).
105. CAL. PENAL CODE § 11191(a) (enacted by Chapter 7).
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IV. ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER 7

Hailed as a "careful compromise" by the Assembly Speaker,'O Chapter 7 has
both critics °7 and supporters.' °8 While the debate continues over Chapter 7's
impact, a panel of federal judges may ultimately decide the bill's fate.' 9
A.

Opposition to Chapter 7

Many critics opposed Chapter 7 because it failed to include a sentencing
commission," ° against the recommendation of state commissions, experts, and
advocacy groups."' While a sentencing commission could have simplified and
organized California's complex criminal system, it was left out because many
legislators would not have supported the comprehensive package." 2 Ultimately,
both Democrats and Republicans made compromises-the Republican Governor

106. Press Release, Office of Assembly Member Fabian Ndifiez, Speaker Ntdfiez's Statement on the
Signing of AB 900, The Prison Reform Bond (May 3, 2007), http://democrats.assembly.ca.gov/members/a46/
press/20070503AD46PR01.htm (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
107. See, e.g., Letter from Jim Lindburg, Legislative Advocate, Friends Comm. on Legislation of Cal.,
to Friends Comm. on Legislation Supporter (Apr. 27, 2007), http://www.fclca.org/currnews/actionalerts/
2007/prisonbeds0407.html [hereinafter Lindburg Letter] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (labeling
Chapter 7 as a "lopsided, $7.3 billion compromise deal" and criticizing the omission of a sentencing
commission and the lack of parole reform); Press Release, Office of Senator Tom McClintock, Senate DebateAB 900 (Prison Bonds) (Apr. 26, 2007), http://republican.sen.ca.gov/web/mcclintock/article-print.asp?
PID=321 [hereinafter McClintock Press Release] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (voicing opposition
to the increased spending on incarcerating inmates and suggesting that the state "contract out" to private
companies); Jon Coupal, Voters Shut Out of Prison Bond Debt Decision, May 7, 2007, http://www.
hjta.org/commentaryV5-19 (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (voicing frustration over Chapter 7's
enactment because it circumvented the voters by not allowing them to vote on the measure).
108. See, e.g., Letter from Barbara J. Ferguson, Lieutenant Legislative Liason, San Bernardino County
Sheriffs Dep't, to Assembly Member Jose Solorio, Cal. State Assembly (May 7, 2007) (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review) (arguing in support of Chapter 7); Letter from Steve Keil et al., Cal. State Ass'n of
Counties, to Bd. of Dirs. et al., Cal. State Ass'n of Counties (Apr. 26, 2007), http://www.csac.counties.org/
images/public/Advocacy/aoj/LEG%20ALERT%20-%2OCorrections%2OReform%20_042607.pdf
[hereinafter
Keil Letter] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (praising the Governor and the Legislature for making
"significant strides to address and anticipate local [county] concerns"); Press Release, Office of Assembly
Member Michael Villines, Assemblyman Villines Applauds Bipartisan Prison Reform Deal: Plan Will Expand
Prison Capacity, Protect California Families (Apr. 26, 2007), http://republican.assembly.ca.gov/members/
a29/lndex.aspx?page=PR&pr=3846 (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (praising the legislation as one
which addresses the overcrowding crisis without jeopardizing public safety).
109. See Kevin Yamamura & Andy Furillo, Judges Take On Prison Crunch: FederalPanel Could Free
35,000 Inmates Early as Decisions Cast Doubt on $7.9 Billion State Plan, SACRAMENTO BEE, July 24, 2007, at
Al (noting that a three-judge panel will ultimately determine whether to impose a cap on the prison population,
which could effectively make Chapter 7 moot).
110. LITrLE HOOVER, supra note 28, at 38 ("[A] sentencing commission sets guidelines that provide an
overarching framework consistent with policy goals, while allowing judicial discretion and appellate court
review of sentences that depart from the guidelines.").
111. George Skelton, Prison Bill is a Good Step in the Right Direction, L.A. TiMES, Apr. 30, 2007, at
B3; Kara Dansky, Why California Needs a Sentencing Commission, Jan. 22, 2007, http://www.california
progressreport.com/2007/01/why_california.html (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
112. Weintraub, supra note 100.
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got 25,000 fewer prison beds than he originally proposed," 3 and the Democratcontrolled Legislature was not able to get a sentencing commission."' Still,
Democrats were able to' 5secure a "[s]ubstantial increase in funding for inmate and
parolee rehabilitation."
With a hefty price tag in the billions, the CCPOA was understandably
concerned with Chapter 7's fiscal implications." 6 In particular, critics opposed
the use of lease-revenue bonds for the financing of the new beds because the
process circumvented voter approval and was more costly than other types of
bonds." 7 According to estimates from one advocacy group, the total cost of each
bed including the debt service on the lease-revenue bonds amounted to $238,018,
compared to $138,000 without the bond debt."' Sentiment was so strong on this
issue that one group filed a lawsuit challenging the legality of Chapter 7's leaserevenue bond financing, contending it was not on firm legal ground because it
lacked a "'revenue-generating mechanism."' ' 9 One Senator further criticized
populations to private
Chapter 7 for not "contracting out" portions of prison
20°
do.
states
many
as
price,
reduced
much
a
at
prisons
The haste in enacting Chapter 7 also raised eyebrows.' 2' Capitol observers
speculated that the quick approval was due in part to fears of Assembly and
Senate leaders that the CCPOA, a powerful prison guards' union, would mount a

113. See Senator Don Perata, Prison Deal Comparison: How the Compromise Compares to Governor's
Proposal, Apr. 26, 2007, http://dist09.casen.govoffice.com/index.asp7Type=BPR&SEC={D27AA7A3-C83D-49B9969F-8lF2B831EE24}&DE={8FFBC892-1B75-4488-81BF-8C05698AE9BF} (on file with the McGeorge Law
Review) (noting that the governor wanted 78,000 beds, but compromised for 53,000 beds).
114. Skelton, supra note 111.
115. Perata, supra note 113.
116. SENATE FLOOR, COMMriTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 9 (Apr. 26, 2007) ("[G]iven the lack of
management ability within the CDCR ... the department will be unable to bring these beds on line within
budget ....).
117. E.g., Editorial, Voters Cut Out Of Deal: Lawmakers Pull a Fast One On Prison Bonds, ORANGE
COUNTY REG., May 23, 2007, http://www.ocregister.com/ocregister/opinion/abox/article_1703250.php (on file
with the McGeorge Law Review); Press Release, Californians United for a Responsible Budget, Coalition Asks
Where the "Reform" Is in Massive Prison Building Proposal: Lawmakers and Governor Deny Californians
Right to Vote on $7.3 Billion in Bonds For More Prisons (Apr. 26, 2007), http://www.criticalresistance.org/
article.php?id=1 13 (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (noting that a May 2006 poll showed that sixty-one
percent of Californians believe enough prisons have been built and that the state should consider other ways to
rehabilitate non-violent inmates); Coupal, supra note 107 (suggesting that the Governor and the Legislature
surreptitiously used lease-revenue bonds because these bonds do not require voter approval).
118. Lindburg Letter, supra note 107 (noting that the $283,018.87 per bed amount would be the total
cost after the debt service on the bond is included, without which, the price tag stands at $138,000).
119. Andy Furillo, Prison Financing Targeted in Suit, SACRAMENTO BEE, Aug. 9, 2007, at A3 (noting
that, according to the Department of Finance, the use of revenue bonds involving state and local projects have
been upheld by the state's highest court, despite the fact that there was no specific cash flow to pay for the
bonds, and eleven prisons have been built using lease-revenue bonds without challenges).
120. McClintock Press Release, supra note 107 (noting that many states, including Arizona, Florida,
New York, Texas, Virginia, and Washington, contract out a significant portion of their prison populations).
121. See Mark Martin, Legislature Quickly OKs Prison Plan; Governor Expected to Sign Measure that
Passed With No Public Hearing,Little Debate, S.F. CHRON., Apr. 27, 2007, at B I ("'The question is why did
this need to happen so quickly?'" (quoting Bob Stern, President of the Center for Governmental Studies)).
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campaign against the bill, especially since Chapter 7 authorized the transfer of
inmates to out-of-state facilities not staffed by union members.'22 However,
Senate President pro Tem Don Perata objected to the idea of fly-by passage,
stating that "if anybody believes that this is a new issue, [they have] been
sleeping through class all semester."'23 To support his contention, he pointed to
24
the subcommittee hearings in the Senate Budget and Fiscal Review Committee.'
Although there were no hearings specific to Chapter 7, there were many hearings
addressing
prison overcrowding and the threat of a takeover by the federal
5
courts.

12

Perhaps the biggest problem the state will face in implementing Chapter 7 is
the CDCR's shortage of 4,000 correctional officers. 26 Chapter 7 addresses this
shortage by authorizing the CDCR to establish a correctional officer training
academy in Southern California,' 27 which, according to the Legislative Analyst's
Office, should help the department recruit more officers.'28 Chapter 7 also
requires the CDCR to develop a plan to address the department's management
deficiencies. 29 For example, the state's inspector general found "that drug
treatment programs in prisons had been so mismanaged that the state had wasted

122. Id. Such transfers of inmates out of state facilities can have an impact on an inmate's family
relations and the safety of the public. Solomon Moore, States Export Their Inmates as Prisons Fill, N.Y. TIMES,
July 31, 2007, at A I[hereinafter Moore, States Export].
123. Senate Leader Don Perata's Floor Speech on California Prisons, Apr. 27, 2007, http://www.
califomiaprogressreport.com/2007/04/senate leaderd.htm [hereinafter Perata Speech] (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review).
124. Id. ("Mike Machado and Sub 4 have been going hammer and nail on this issue all year long.").
125. E.g., SENATE BUDGET AND FISCAL REVIEW, SUBCOMMITTEE NO. 4, OVERSIGHT OF
CORRECTIONAL HEALTH CARE AND RELATED LAWSUIT COMPLIANCE (Feb. 7, 2007), http://www.sen.ca.gov/

budget/HearingOversightHealthAgenda2-07.pdf (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (discussing the
various health care related lawsuits the state is facing); SENATE BUDGET AND FISCAL REVIEW, SUBCOMMITTEE
No. 4 AGENDA (Mar. 15, 2007), http://www.sen.ca.gov/budget/Sub4/031507Keely.pdf (on file with the
McGeorge Law Review) (highlighting the Governor's budget for the CDCR and the ongoing court cases);
SENATE BUDGET AND FISCAL REVIEW, SUBCOMMITTEE NO. 4 AGENDA (Apr. 12, 2007), http://www.sen.ca.gov/

budget/Sub4/041207Keely.pdf [hereinafter APRIL 12, 2007 AGENDA] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review)
(discussing, among other things, the massive prison overcrowding, which has left thousands of inmates to be
housed in gyms, and proposals to construct prison beds to alleviate the overcrowding); SENATE BUDGET AND
FISCAL REVIEW, SUBCOMMITTEE No. 4 AGENDA (Apr. 23, 2007), http://www.sen.ca.gov/budget/Sub4/
042307Keely.pdf (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (discussing, among other things, the Governor's
budget proposals and parole reform).
126. Perata Speech, supra note 123.
127. CAL. PENAL CODE § 13602.1 (enacted by Chapter 7); see ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE
ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 5 (Apr. 26, 2007) (noting that Chapter 7 authorizes a Southern California training
academy for correctional peace officers).
128. APRIL 12, 2007 AGENDA, supra note 125, at 31 (noting the Legislative Analyst's Office's finding
that a Southern California academy would help in recruiting: "The [CDCRI indicates that it is difficult to recruit
cadets from southern California who may be unable or unwilling to move and be away from their families for
the [sixteen]-week academy.").
129.

SENATE

BUDGET AND

FISCAL REVIEW,

SUBCOMMITTEE

NO.

4

AGENDA:

PART D-CDCR

INFRASTRUCTURE, at 3 (May 21, 2007), http://www.sen.ca.gov/budget/Sub4/0521073Keely.pdf [hereinafter
MAY 21,2007 AGENDA] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
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$1 billion."'3 Moreover, ongoing hiring problems have resulted in a high number
of vacancies.' 3 ' Whether vacancies in the department can be filled in a timely
manner, however, remains to be seen.' This situation is further complicated by
the state's massive budget deficit, which prompted the Governor to propose the
early release of thousands of nonviolent
offenders and a considerable reduction
33
in the number of prison guards.

More fundamentally, critics label Chapter 7 as a short-term fix to a long-term
problem. 34 For example, the bill fails to overhaul the parole system to reduce the
number of inmates going back to prison for technical violations. 33 Further,
requiring the construction of additional beds will consume what little space
prisons currently have to expand and "will insure that many of these prisons
never have the facilities necessary for rehabilitative programs for the existing
population.' 3 6 This claim, however, appears to be somewhat exaggerated since
construction during the second phase will be contingent on meeting certain
benchmarks affecting rehabilitation, including the requirement for the department
to conduct a "Needs Assessment" for inmates, the offering of a "Mental Health
Day Treatment," an increase in educational programs, and the creation of CROB.'

7

Still, the CCPOA argues that Chapter 7 may actually "make matters

much worse for staff, inmates and the public."' 3 s
B. Supportfor Chapter 7
While Chapter 7 is not perfect, it creates many rehabilitation programs, a
point its critics are less willing to give credit to.' 39 For example, "all new prison
beds must be accompanied by rehabilitation services," ranging from academic
and vocational education to substance abuse treatment and mental health care.,40
130. Mark Martin, State's $7.4 Billion Prison Expansion is Signed Into Law: Plan Calls for More
Programsto PrepareInmatesfor Release, S.F. CHRON., May 4, 2007, at Al.
131. Id. ("[Olne-quarter of the prisons' teaching positions are vacant, and one-third of the state's 33
prisons do not have a permanent warden ... ").
132. See Andy Furillo, Prison Plan Aims to Fill 3,200 Jobs: Official Tells Legislative Hearing of
Recruiting Efforts, But is Met With Skepticism From All Sides, SACRAMENTO BEE, Aug. 29, 2007, at A3 (noting

that it will take up to eighteen months to fill the CDCR vacancies).
133. John Wildermuth, Prisons: 22,000 Prisoners Could be Set Free Early to Save Millions, S.F.
CHRON., Jan. 12, 2008, at A8.
134. See SENATE RULES COMMITrEE, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 9 (Apr. 26, 2007) ("This
plan will do nothing but postpone the need to address serious systemic problems associated with the
overcrowding.").
135. Skelton, supra note 111.
136. SENATE RULES COMMIrEE, COMMIrEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 9 (Apr. 26, 2007).
137. MAY 21, 2007 AGENDA, supra note 129, at 3.
138. SENATE RULES COMMITrEE, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 900, at 10 (Apr. 26, 2007).
139. Weintraub, supra note 100; see also Skelton, supra note 111 (noting legislators insisted on
expanded rehabilitation programs, "includ[ing] more drug counseling, education courses, job training and
mental health services").
140. Weintraub, supra note 100.
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Chapter 7 ensures the development of these programs by "ty[ing] the new-bed
construction to compliance by the corrections department with benchmarks for
prisoner participation in those programs that will be set by an independent
oversight committee."'' 4' Chapter 7 also creates C-ROB to monitor and
recommend changes to rehabilitation programs.4
Perhaps most importantly, Chapter 7 establishes reentry facilities around the
state, which could alleviate the high recidivism rate by preparing inmates for
employment.' 43 Chapter 7 includes a "prison-to-employment plan" to assist
inmates in successfully reentering society and finding employment, as well as
providing incentives for educational program participation.'" In hopes of
alleviating overcrowding and reducing the high recidivism rate, the construction
of reentry facilities as part of Chapter 7 will provide drug treatment and
vocational programs not only to inmates awaiting release, but also to some parole
violators.' 5 Moreover, parole violators will return to these "[reentry facilities]
instead of being sent back to the state's traditional prisons.' 46
C. The Final Outcome
Two federal judges presiding over the state's prison medical system and
mental health care system cases decided to hold a joint hearing on whether a
population cap was the appropriate remedy for California's overcrowding
crisis. 14' According to one judge, the inadequacy of care was "'directly
attributable to overcrowding"'; a report issued by federal receiver Robert Sillen4
estimates this inadequacy caused about one "'preventable"' death per week.' 1
Since Chapter 7 did not, among other things, provide staffing to accompany the
new prison beds, a three-judge
panel was created to consider capping California's
49
inmate population.
141. Steptoe, supra note 7.
142. CAL. PENAL CODE § 6141 (enacted by Chapter 7).
143. Don Thompson, Schwarzenegger Signs Bill to Relieve Prison Crowding, SFGATE.COM, May 3, 2007,
http://www.sfgate.conmVcgi-bin/article.cgi?f/n/a/2007/05/03/state/nl31739D68.DTL&type=politics
[hereinafter
Thompson, Schwarzenegger Signs] (on file with the McGeorge Law Review).
144. MAY 21, 2007 AGENDA, supra note 129, at 2.
145. Shelli DeRobertis, Re-entry Centers Part of Prison-Reform Plan, INLAND VALLEY DAILY BULL.,
July 17, 2007, at NEWS.
146. Thompson, Schwarzenegger Signs, supra note 143.
147. Andy Furillo, Judges Propose Joint Hearing on Prison Cap: In Health Care Case, Receiver's Aide
Tells Officials They Needn't Obey State Directions, SACRAMENTO BEE, May 30, 2007, at A4; see supra Part
II.B.
148. Brandon Bailey & Steve Harmon, Judge Panel May Cap State Prison Population: Move Could
Force Early Release of Thousands of Inmates, SAN JOSE MERCURY, July 24, 2007, at POLITICS; see Andy
Furillo, Analysis Rips 66 Prison Deaths, SACRAMENTO BEE, Sept. 20, 2007, at A4 (noting that sixty-six inmates
had died because of "a systematic failure in the prison medical care system").
149. Vogel, Judges to Study Cap, supra note 7 ("[E]very level of the mental health care system is
already understaffed." (citing U.S. District Judge Lawrence Karlton of Sacramento)); Yamamura & Furillo,
supra note 109 (noting that the panel "can order early inmate releases only if there had been an earlier finding
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Almost immediately, Governor Schwarzenegger appealed the decision that
created the three-judge panel.'50 Citing public safety concerns that would arise
from the early release of prisoners, intervenors also filed motions asking that the
three-judge panel refrain from ordering a population cap until Chapter 7 "has
been fully implemented and its efficacy can be fully and fairly assessed."' 5'
However, the same judges who ordered the panel ruled that the Governor can
only challenge the panel's eventual
order, not the mere creation of the panel,'52
53
agreed.
Circuit
and the Ninth
A definitive result from the courts "could be months or years away, since the
state could appeal [the panel's] decisions.' 54 While it is possible that the inmates'
lawyers may settle, both sides note that it is unlikely."' In the meantime, the
CDCR will follow through with its implementation of Chapter 7, including
transferring prisoners to out-of-state locations.' 6 Moreover, with the state facing
a $14.5 billion budget deficit, Governor Schwarzenegger has proposed releasing
more than 22,000 nonviolent offenders.'57
Whatever the outcome, the controversy has sparked a "philosophical shift";
the Schwarzenegger administration is no longer sending "'non-violent, nonserious offenders,"' such as technical parole violators, to prison.' Instead, these
parolees are "steer[ed] ... toward rehabilitation programs and other alternatives
to prison."'5 9 Presumably this will decrease the state's high recidivism rate.'6' The
of a constitutional violation, the defendants failed to fix it in a reasonable amount of time, and overcrowding is
the main cause"). California is the first state to be subject to a three-judge panel that addresses prison
overcrowding. Vogel, Judges to Study Cap, supranote 7.
150. Kevin Yamamura, Judge Named to Prison Panel: Choice of Reinhardt, a Liberal, Draws Criticism
as Governor Fights a Cap on Inmate Population,SACRAMENTO BEE, July 28, 2007, at A3.
151. Andy Furillo, Prison Cap Foes Step Forward:Motions Filed Opposing Three-JudgeFederalPanel
That Would Look at Inmate Reductions, SACRAMENTO BEE, Aug. 17, 2007, at A4. Although some contend that
the early release of inmates would pose a significant risk to the communities, Bailey & Harmon, supra note
148, according to a report by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, early release coupled with risk
assessments and reentry services for inmates could actually lower recidivism and crime rates, Yamamura &
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administration is also testing a pilot program in some reception centers "to assess
the rehabilitation needs of inmates," along with "the risks [that inmates] present
to society."'' The administration has launched another pilot program "to
discharge low-risk offenders from parole supervision" contingent on the parolees
"stay[ing] clean on their release for six months."' 62
D. A Lesson from Other States?
While California's prisons are the most overcrowded of any state, other
states also grapple with overpopulation. 63 Unlike California, some states faced
with overcrowding have emphasized rehabilitation over the construction of new
beds.' 6 For example, Kansas recently enacted a law allowing low-risk inmates to
shorten their sentences by participating in educational and counseling
programs. 65 Other states, like Michigan, Nevada, and Washington, have also
announced plans to release low-risk offenders."6
Another approach states have taken is increasing their parole boards' powers
to decide which inmates to release and when. 67 Indeed, parole boards generally
improve public safety because they keep violent offenders incarcerated longer,6
instead of automatically releasing all inmates regardless of their dispositions.1 1
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This, however, may not be feasible for California, which has given69 its parole
board discretion only in a small subset of particularly heinous crimes.
While some states only supervise high-risk parolees, a few states have
completely abolished parole supervision. 7 ° Illinois, New York, and Ohio have
reduced their prison populations by implementing intermediate sanctions, such as
day-reporting centers for parole violators. 7 ' In Florida, Massachusetts, and Ohio,
only the most high-risk offenders released from prison get parole supervision.'
Other states, including Virginia and North Carolina, have "revamped their
sentencing policies [by] reducing or eliminating prison sentences for some
nonviolent crimes and significantly lengthening sentences for violent crimes.' 7 3
As a result, both states have
experienced a slower growth in inmate population
74
and declining crime rates. 1
E. Suggested Courses of Action
According to a study conducted by a panel of national experts, just five
percent of the $43,287 that California spends annually per inmate is used for
rehabilitation and training programs."' Unsurprisingly, half of all released
prisoners in 2006 did not participate in any rehabilitation program.' 76 The study
suggested that additional money spent on rehabilitation programs could save the
state between $561 million and $684 million per year by eliminating the need for
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as many as 48,000 prison beds.'77 It also suggested the state embrace incentives
such as increased visitation rights or long-distance telephone calls, as these have
proven to reduce recidivism rates."'
However, rehabilitation programs alone are insufficient.'7 9 After all, most
inmates who leave prison have no savings and few job prospects. 80 Even worse,
"[ten] percent of parolees are homeless, half are illiterate," almost "[eighty]
percent are unemployed," and "[eighty] percent are drug users."' 8 ' California
needs to invest in prisoner reentry programs so that parolees can stay clean and
sober and find employment after release.'82 Support programs such as prison83
drug-treatrent programs and vocational programs can reduce recidivism.'
Because over "[ninety percent] of those who enter prisons eventually return to
the community-most in less than two years," it would make sense to help them
reenter society. ,14
One step the state could take to reduce the prison population is to release
nonviolent elderly inmates early.18 There are over 9,000 inmates who are fiftyfive years or older in California prisons. ' A recent federal study found that exconvicts in this age group commit new crimes at a drastically lower rate than
those in younger age groups,' 8 7 and the cost to house older inmates is much
higher than that of other inmates.88
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V. CONCLUSION

With the threat of federal courts taking over the state's prison system, t 9 and
the fact that legislators simply could not muster enough votes necessary to pass
prison reform which would include long-term solutions, Chapter 7 is probably a
good compromise.'9 While there are concerns that Chapter 7 is merely a shortterm fix, it may act as a catalyst for significant long-term reform, especially in
light of the administration's "philosophical shift."' 9' Whatever the eventual
outcome, one thing is certain-with the creation of 53,000 new beds at the state
and local level, the transferring of 8,000 inmates to out-of-state prisons, and the
expansion of rehabilitation programs, at least a few inmates should find
themselves sleeping in their cells rather than the gymnasium. 92
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